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R&D Annual Report 2016 illustrates high-quality research output 
at ESMT Berlin 

 25 peer-reviewed journal articles, 12 in A+ journals 

 Two new professors on ESMT faculty 
 
ESMT Berlin has recently issued its R&D Annual Report 2016, highlighting the significant academic impact of the 
school’s research. Members of the ESMT faculty published 25 peer-reviewed articles, 12 of which appeared in the 
most influential A+ journals such as Administrative Science Quarterly, American Economic Review, Journal of 
Marketing, Management Science, and Operations Research. In 2016, the international business school hired two 
new professors in the area of organizational behavior: Gianluca Carnabuci, associate professor and formerly of the 
University of Lugano, and Martin Schweinsberg, assistant professor and previously with INSEAD. 
 
Supporting international academic collaboration and exchange, ESMT held nine conferences and 38 research 
seminars in 2016. Additionally, the school hosted seven open lectures with opinion leaders from both academia and 
industry.   
 
For the complete R&D Annual Report 2016, please visit:  
https://www.esmt.org/system/files_force/esmt_rd_report_2016_web.pdf 
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About ESMT Berlin 
ESMT Berlin was founded by 25 leading global companies and institutions. The international business school offers a 
full-time MBA, an executive MBA, a master’s in management, as well as open enrollment and customized executive 
education programs. ESMT focuses on three main topics: leadership and social responsibility, European 
competitiveness, and managing technology. ESMT faculty publishes in top academic journals. Additionally, the 
business school provides an interdisciplinary platform for discourse between politics, business, and academia. The 
business school is based in Berlin, Germany, with Schloss Gracht as an additional location near Cologne. ESMT is a 
private business school with the right to grant PhDs and is accredited by the German state, AACSB, AMBA, EQUIS, 
and FIBAA. www.esmt.org  
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